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Abstract. Reliable delivery of messages using open and product-neutral
protocols has been identified as a needed technology in enterprise com-
puting and a fundamental middleware component in several E-Business
systems. The HTTPR protocol aims at guaranteeing reliable message
delivery, even in the presence of failures, by providing the sender with
the ability to deliver a message once, and only once, to its intended
receiver(s). This work reports the experience in the formalization and
validation of the sessionless mode of the HTTPR protocol through the
use of the SPIN model checker. To overcome the state space explosion
problem that arose while validating the protocol, a decompositional ap-
proach was used which could be of general interest in the validation of
complex systems.

1 Introduction

Reliable delivery of messages using open and product-neutral protocols has been
identified as a needed technology in enterprise computing and a fundamental
middleware component in several E-Business systems [5]. IBM has released the
specifications of the HTTPR protocol [7], in which a set of rules is proposed in
order to let messaging agents with persistent storage capabilities provide reli-
able messaging, with exactly once delivery semantic, even in the presence of host
or network failures that are eventually recovered. Actually, reliable messaging
is not a new technology. Middleware products for messaging, such as the IBM
MQSeries [6], Oracle Message Broker [9], Microsoft Message Queuing [8] and
Java Messaging Systems [14] have supported it for years, within product spe-
cific protocols, and are widely deployed in enterprise computing environments.
The peculiarities of the HTTPR proposal with respect of the above mentioned
solutions are several. Essentially HTTPR is both platform and product neutral.
Moreover HTTPR is explicitly designed as a reliable messaging facility to be
used outside of the scope of a single enterprise. In addition, being layered on
top of HTTP, HTTPR has the additional benefit that it can be used for reliable
messaging between enterprises whose only presence on the Internet is a Web
server behind a firewall admitting only Web-related traffic.

This work addresses the formalization and proof of correctness of the ses-
sionless mode of the HTTPR protocol by means of: (1) the definition of Finite
State Machines (FSMs) that reflect the protocol specifications and (2) the proof
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